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Abstract. New algorithms for deciding the injectivit y of the global
update funct ion associat ed with a cellular automaton C A of dimen sion one are presented. This is done by interpreting each ordered pair
dete rmined by the local update function as th e edge of a labeled directed graph GR which has the prope rty t hat each bi-infinite sequen ce
of states of the cellular automaton is th e sequence of input labels of
one and only one bi-infinite path in the graph . For an appropriate
conversion of GR into a finite automaton, injectivity of the global update function of CA on the set of pseudofinit e sequences is equivalent
to the unambiguity of this automaton. For appropria te conversions
of GR into a finite set of finite automata, the injectivity of the global
update function on all sequences is equival ent to the condition that
every automaton in the finit e set be unambiguous.
1.

Introduction and significance

Cellu la r automata are under extensive st u dy as models of com plex system s
as shown in t he volumes by Wolfram [1] and Toffoli and Margolus [2]. The
property of reversibility possessed by some, but not all, such automata has
received specia l concern [3,2, Ch . 14]. A cellular automaton cannot be re versible unless its global update function is injective. Injectivity and re versibility have b een studied by Amoroso and P att [4] and by Richardson [5].
Culik has given a particularly broad treatment for the one-dimensional case
of reversibility, inj ectivity, an d their relationship in [6]. It is known from these
works t hat there ex ist procedures for deciding , for any given on e-d imensional
cellular automaton, whether the global update function is inj ective and also
whether the restriction of this function to the set of pseudofinite bi-infi nite
sequences is inject ive.
The purpose of this article is to present new algorithms for deciding these
two forms of injectivity. Our algorithm s red uce each question to the testing of
the unambiguity of finite automata. Testing unambiguity is quite elementary:
one method is to t est whether the language recognized by an associated finit e
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automaton is empty [7]. Theorems 1 and 2 of this paper are closely related
to t he same numbered theorems of [6] . The details of the constructions used
here allow the reso lution of decis ions into testing unambiguity rather t han
single-valuedness of transducers .
The labeled graphs constructed in section 2 have a history : examples
appear in [8] and also in [1, pp. 199,203] where they are said to be analogous
to de Bruijn graphs. We have adapted them from [9] where a more general
construction for Lindenmayer systems with interactions was applied.
2.

Constructing a labeled graph from a cellular automaton

Let CA = (5,1',L) be a linear (i.e., one-dimensional) cellular automaton
having 5 as its finite set of states, r as its context radius, and L : 5 2r +1 --t 5
as its local (update) function. We assume throughout that r > 0 since our
problems have trivial solutions for r = O. Let J{ be the cardinal number
of 5 . From CA a directed labeled graph GR = GR(CA) = (V,E) will be
constructed. The set V of vertices will have cardinal number J{2r and the
set E of edges will have cardinal «r», GR( C A) is merely an alternate
formalism for C A, but it is a convenient tool for subsuming the theory of
linear cellular automata into the theory of finite automata.
For each word w = s(O) .. . s(21') in the domain of L we place qs (O)...s(2r -1)
and qs (1) ...s(2r) in V and the labeled edge (qs (O)...s(2r-1 )' s(1'), L (w), qs (1)...s(2r))
in E . The label of this edge is the ordered pair (s(1'),L (w) ). We may think
of s(1') and L(w) as the inp ut and output symbols associated with this edge.
Later we will convert GR into a finite transducer (defini tions appear in [10]
and [11]) by choosing initial and terminal sets of states. A crucial fact about
G R is that the input symbol of each edge is redundant since it is the (1' + 1)st
symbol of the subscript of the left vertex (and the rth symbol of the subscript
of the right vertex). In sections 3 and 4, automata will be constructed from
G R by dele ting these redundant input symbols. The set of edges incident at
each vertex is easily described: at each vertex qs (O)...s(2r -1) there are exactly
J{ incoming edges. All incoming edges have the same input symbol, namely
s(1' -1 ). These edges come from the states qts(O) ...s(2r -2) for t in 5 . Likewise
all outgoing edges have the same input symbol, namely s(1'). These edges
go to the J{ states qs(1) ...s(2r-1)t for t in 5. The fact that L is a function,
rather than merely a relation, has certainly not made G R deterministic. It
has, however, made GR unambiguous as detailed in the next proposition . A
function P : Z --t E is a (bi -infinite) path in GR if, for each i in Z, the
terminal vertex of the edge P( i) is the initial vertex of the edge P( i + 1).
--t 5, there is exactly one path
P: Z --t E in GR(CA) for which, for each i in Z, the input symbol of the
edge P( i) is s( i).

Proposition 1. For each function s : Z

--t E where P(i) = (qs(i -r) ...s(i+ r-1)' s(i),
L(s(i - 1') ... s(i + 1')), qs(i-r+l) ...s(i +r)) . This path P is the only one meeting

Proof. One such path is P : Z
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the requi rement because, for each i in Z , the stated edge P(i ) is the only one
that occurs as the (r + l )st edge in a path segment consisting of 2r + 1 edges
having the string of input symbols s (i - r) . . . s( i) ... s( i + r).
3.

Global updating of pseudofinit e funct ion s

The linear cellular automaton CA = (s , r, L) defines a fun ction G : 5 z ---. 5 z
called t he global (up date) function of CA. Each element of 5 z is a fun ction
from the ring Z of integers into the state set 5 of CA. The definition of
the global function G is bas ed on the local function L: for each s : Z ---. 5 ,
G (s )[i] = L (s( i - r) ... s( i) .. . s(i + r )). Let us consid er how G (s ) arises
from s via the lab eled graph GR = GR(CA) = (V, E). There is precisely
one path P : Z ---. E for which s is the input sequence. From P we obtain
G(s) : Z ---. 5 as t he fun cti on for which each G(s) [i ] is the output symbol of
th e edge P(i) . In sect ion 4 the injectivity of G on th e whole of t he set 5 z
will be treated. Here we treat injectivity of G on an import ant proper subset
of 5 z , the pseudofinite fun ctions defined below. For th e present section
only, we add additional structure to CA: let CA = (5,r,L,D) where D
is a distinguished state in 5 called the dormant (or quiescent) st at e. We
demand th at L(D . . . D ) = D which has the interpret ation t hat a dorm ant
cell rem ains dormant as long as all cells within its cont ext radius are dormant.
A function s : Z ---. 5 is pse udofinite if s( i) = D for all but finitely many i
in Z.
From t he labeled graph GR = GR(CA) = (V,E) , we construct the finite
transducer T R = TR (C A ) = (V, {qv ...o} , {qv ...v} , E ) having state set V,
edge set E, and the singlet on {qv ...n } as both t he set of initial states and
th e set of t erminal st at es. The alphabet of T R is 5 for bot h inp ut and
output. By deleting the input symbols from t he edges of T R we construct
the automat on AU = A U(CA ) = (V, {qv ...v } , {qv ...v }, E '). Formally, E ' =
{(u , b, v) in V X 5XV : th ere is a symbo l a in 5 for which (u, a, b, v) is in E}.
Recall that a finite auto ma ton (resp., transducer) is un am biguous if, for each
st ring accepted, there is only one acceptance path. We consid er that in every
automaton the null string is accepted by at most one p ath .
Theorem 1. Let CA be a linear cellular au tomaton . Let AU = A U( C A)
be the finite a utom at on constructed above from CA. Th e restriction of the
global update fun ction G of CA to the set of pseudo finite functions in 5 z is
inj ective if and only if A U is unambiguous.
Pro of. Let AU b e ambiguous. Then t here is a wor d w = s(I) . . . s(k) of
length k > 0 for which th ere are two distinct paths from qv ...V to qv ...V
having outp ut lab el w. Let P I and P2 : Z ---. E be the extensions of
th ese two finite pat hs to bi-infinite pat hs in GR(CA) ext ended as follows:
PI( i ) = P2( i ) = (qv ...v,D ,D,qv...v ) when either i < 1 or i > k. Then PI
and P2 are disti nct paths in GR having the same output funct ion, namely
g(i ) = s(i) for 1 ~ i ~ k and D otherwise. Since they are distinct paths t hey
have, by the proposition, disti nct input functions 11 and h : Z ---. 5 . Note
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that fl , fz, and 9 are all pseudofinite functions. The restrictio n of G to t he
set of pseudofinite functions is not injective since G(fl) = G(f2) = g.
Let AU be unambiguous. Let fl , fz , and 9 be pseudofinite functions
for which G(fl ) = G(fz ) = g . By the propo sition th ere is a unique path
PI : Z -; E in GR(CA ) having fl as input fun ction and a unique pat h
P2 : Z -; E having [z as inp ut function . The out pu t fun ction of both PI
and P2 is g . Since fr an d fz are pseud ofinit e there ar e integers j and k for
which PI (i) = P2 (i ) = (qD ...D, D , D , qD...D) for all i < j and all i > k. Let R l
and R 2 be the restrictions of PI and P2 to t he interval [j, k] = {i in Z : j ~
i ~ k}. T hen R l and R 2 are pat hs from the initi al state to the terminal st at e
of AU th at have the same out put lab el: for each i in [j, k], Rl (i) = Pl(i);
R 2 (i ) = R 2 (i ); an d both Pl (i ) and P2 (i ) h ave g(i) as output symbol. From
the unambiguity of AU it follows th at R l = R 2 • Consequently PI = P2 and
I, = fz·
R e m ark 1. In theo rem 1 of [6] the met hod of testing for injecti vit y on the
set of pseudofin ite func tions consist s of const ru cting a finite tran sdu cer T
simulating G an d t hen testing for single-valuedness of 'r : ' , It is known that
t esti ng for single-valued ness can be done in polynomial time [12], but we know
of no easily implement able algorit hm for t his purpose. Our t ra nsducer T R
can play the role of T . The specifics of the const ruct ion of our T R make T R
unambiguous, from which it follows t hat T R - l will be single-valued iff T R- l
is unambiguous. The unambiguity of T R- l is equivale nt to t he unambi guity
of our AU.
4.

I nj ectiv it y of the global update function

Let GR(CA) be t he graph constructe d from CA = (S, r, L ) in section 2.
From GR(CA) we construct a finite set of finite automata AU(I,J)(CA ) =
(V, I, J , E') each of which has alphabet S, st ate set V, and edge set E' =
{( u, b,v) in V X SXV: t here is an a in S for which (u, a , b,v) is in E} . Specifying the set CHOICES from which the sets I and J of initial and terminal
states are to be chosen requires careful preparation.
Recall that the car dinal of V is 1<2r. Initialize the set CHOICES to be
t he emp ty set. For each of the 1<2r( 1< 2r - 1)/2 uno rd ered pair s {p,q} of
distinct vertices in V, place the doub leton {p,q} in CHOICES if and only
if the two automata (V, {p}, {p}, E' ) and (V, {q}, {q} , E') accept a common
non-null word . For each vertex q t hat is not an element of any doubleton in
CHOICES, place t he singleton {q} in CHOICES if and only if the automaton
(V, {q}, {q}, E' ) accepts a non-null word. The allowable choices for both t he
initi al set I and terminal set J for our finit e set of automata AU(I,J) are
precisely t he sets in CHOIC ES.
Theorem 2. Let C A be a linear cellular a utomaton. Let {A U(I,J) : I , J in
CHOICES} be the finite family of a utomata cons tructe d above from CA .
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The global update function G of C A is injective on its domain SZ if and
only if each of th e automata A U(I.J) is unambigu ous.
Proof. Let AU = AU(I.J) = (V, 1 , J, E') be ambiguous . Recall the construction of AU from GR = (V, E) and especially of E ' from E. Then t here
ar e states PI and P2 , not necessa rily distin ct , in 1 an d states r l and r2, not
necessarily distinct , in J for which there are distinct paths in GR from PI to
TI and from P2 to r2 having the same ou tput label, y = y(l) .. . y(k - 1),
in GR. At PI and P2 there ar e loop s t hat have the same output label,
x = x(m - 1) . . . x(O), in GR . At r l and r2 there are loops t hat have the
same output label, z = z (O) .. . z(n - 1), in GR . It follows t hat there are
distin ct paths PI : Z -+ E and P2 : Z -+ E in GR wit h the same output
function g, namely: for i :::; O,g( i) = x(( - i)MOD m) ; for 1 :::; i :::; k - 1,
g(i ) = y(i); and for k :::; i, g(i) = z((i - k)MOD n) . Let I, and h be t he
input functions of P1 and P2. Since P1 and P2 are distinct paths in GR,
it follows from t he pr oposit ion that il and h are dis tinct. T hen G is not
injective since G(il ) = G(h) = g .
Suppose that G is not injective. Then there are distinct functions f1
and h : Z -+ S for which G(f1) = G(f2) = g. Let k in Z be such t hat
f1(k ) i' f 2(k). By the proposition there are unique paths P1 and P2 : Z -+ E
in GR having input functions I, and f2. The output funct ion of both P1
and P2 is g. Recall that there are only N = (I<2r)2 ordered pairs in V XV.
Cons equently there are integers i 1 and ]1, k - N :::; i 1 :::; ]1 :::; k, for which
the initial states of P1(i 1) and P1(j1) coincide and the ini ti al states of P2(i 1)
and P2(j1) coincide. Let P be the common initial st at e of PI(i l ) and PI(jI)'
Let P' be the common initial st ate of P2h ) and P2(j1 )' Since t he two path
segments PI(i l ) ... P1(j1 - 1) and P2(i l) .. . P2(j1 - 1) must have the same
output string, we have {p, p'} in CHOICES . Likewise there are int egers i 2 and
h , k :::; i 2 :::; h :::; k + N, for which the t erminal st ates of PI (i 2) and PI(h)
coincide and the terminal states of P2(i 2) and P2(j 2) coin cide. Let q be t he
common terminal state of PI (i 2) and PI(h) . Let q' be the commo n termina l
state of P2(i 2) and P2(h). Since the two path segment s P1(i 2 + 1) . . . PI(h)
an d P2(i 2 + 1) .. . P2(]2) must have the same output string, we have {q,q'}
in CHOICES. For 1 = {p,p'} and J = {q,q'} we obs erve that AU(I,J) is
ambiguo us: the path segments PI(jI) '" PI (i 2) and P2(j1) ' " P2(i 2) share
the same output string g(jl ) " . g(i2) but they are distinct since j . :::; k :::; i 2
and t he edges PI(k) and P2(k) have input symbols fl(k) i' f 2(k).
A review of theor em 1 will confirm t ha t it is virt ua lly a sp ecial case of
theorem 2: the conditions in theorem 1 allow the sing leton {qD ...D} to play
the role CH OICES plays in theorem 2.

R emark 2. For a cellular automaton CA presented in the form of a labe led graph Gr(CA), only three common element ary pro cedures suffice as
the building blocks for all decision s used in t his article: (1) decide whether a
finite automaton accepts at least one word; (2) decide whet her two finite au tomata accept a common word - whi ch at worst can be done by constructing
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their product and applying (1 ); an d (3) decide whether a finit e aut om a t on
A is unambiguous - which at worst can be done by constructing a modified
union of A and AXA as in [7] and applying (1) . It may ther efore b e a simple m atter to extend exist ing symbolic manipulation systems to include the
inj ectivity decision procedures given here.
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